
HOW TO ENGAGE VISITORS?



Double video presentation

Use right video for personal comments
(interview) supplementing left video

visually.  It plays synchronously.

Picture with description

*.jpg, *.png

YouTube, Vimeo or YouKu
video

CALL-TO-ACTION
magnets

Attached files

*.doc, *.pdf, *.ppt …

Questions/Answers
as a blogpost

Use multi-
format

episodes to 
create story 
about your 
product / 

service

...

...

* *

Up to 20 episodes / 
1 product

* pending



1. PURPOSE

2. PROCESS

3. PROOF

4. PARTNERSHIP

Use these 4P in order to describe
your product/service.



1. PURPOSE

2. PROCESS

3. PROOF

4. PARTNERSHIP

Tell the customer what inspired you to 
look for this solution.

Show him the problem (current status) 
or pain point that could associates with 

customer experience.



PURPOSE Exponeer example

Successful marketing is the key element for business being in today’s 
world.

That’s why businesses spend more than 100 billion dollars over the 
year attending trade shows on promotion its service.

But there are enterprises which want 100% to focus on development 
and improvement its service.

We want to let them focus on.



1. PURPOSE

2. PROCESS

3. PROOF

4. PARTNERSHIP

Start your customer’s journey through 
specific your action taken to realize this 

purpose.

How do you do it?



PROCESS Exponeer example

We create next generation Trade Shows for these companies by:

- eliminating all non-value adding activities from traditional industry;

- combining all trade shows into worldwide one stop source;

- providing live meetings on-site with prospects.



1. PURPOSE

2. PROCESS

3. PROOF

4. PARTNERSHIP

This is about your product or service - a 
proof that you are professional in what 

you do.



PROOF Exponeer example



1. PURPOSE

2. PROCESS

3. PROOF

4. PARTNERSHIP

Visitors want to know why you attend 
in this exhibition?

What kind of partnership you are 
looking for?



Last but not least

1. Use the language of the country where you 
present your product or service.

2. Update your booth’s content (pictures, 
descriptions …) once per month.

3. Check once again before publish whether
your content would be interesting and
comprehensive for the visitor.



Cover picture

1 2 3

2-3 pictures of 
your product / 

service

Interview about 
your purpose

Process – your 
working place, 

people ...

4

About your 
company *

8 7 6

Call-to-Action. 
Reward your 

visitors *

Partnership you 
are looking for

Proof - details 
about your 

product

5

Example

* pending


